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Background

DTALE is a falsifiable explainability technique well-suited for quantitative and intuitive 
explanations for nucleus classification models, a critical prerequisite for the 
incorporation of deep-learning models in real-world diagnostic pathology. 
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- The past few years have seen a wide expansion of the use of deep-learning models 
in diagnostic pathology. These models can learn directly from the data without 
handcrafted feature engineering, and achieve state-of-the-art performance. 

- This usually comes at a cost to explainability since it is hard to know what these 
“black-box” models rely on when making their decisions. 

- Explainability is, however, critical for trustworthiness and clinical adoption, and 
helps guard against catastrophic failures and learning from spurious correlations. 

- One popular explainability approach is to use heatmap overlays to highlight regions 
salient to the model’s decision, using gradient-guided methods like GRADCAM. 

- Unfortunately, these heatmaps often lack adequate resolution, require subjective 
interpretation (not falsifiable), are qualitative, and are not applicable for tasks such 
as nucleus classification.
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- We introduce an explainability technique that relies on decision trees to produce 
explanations that are well-suited for nucleus classification tasks. 

- Decision Tree Approximation of Learned Embeddings (DTALE) produces intuitive 
explanations that make sense to a practicing pathologist like nuclear size, staining 
intensity, chromatin clumping, etc. DTALE methodology relies on extracting intuitive 
hand-crafted morphologic features from the same input as the black-box 
deep-learning model. 

- These morphologic features are used to fit a “white-box” decision tree. The key 
insight is to fit the decision tree not to the ground truth, but to the embedding 
space from the deep-learning model. 

- Hence, DTALE is a parallel model that approximates the deep-learning decision by a 
set of meaningful features, without making sacrifices to prediction accuracy. 

We applied DTALE to modified MaskRCNN models trained to predict nuclear 
classification in breast cancer.  The figure on the left summarizes the key results:

A. Illustrative explanation of the DTALE method. Two dimensional UMAP 
embeddings were obtained from the flattened nucleus classification feature maps. 
A regression decision tree was then fitted to produce predictions in the 
embedding space using interpretable nucleus features as inputs. 

B. Classification embeddings, colored by the prediction that the NuCLS model 
eventually assigns to nuclei. 

C. Sample nuclei from the embeddings in b. Peripheral regions contain textbook 
example nuclei (1-3,5-7,10), while nuclei closer to the class boundaries have a 
more ambiguous morphology. 

D. A simplified version of the DTALE tree, showing representative nodes for the three 
common classes and discriminative nodes for all classes. To reach a discriminative 
node, DTALE naturally incorporates more features downstream of the 
representative nodes. DTALE identified that MaskRCNN decides to assign: 

- Carcinoma →  large, globular and has sharp chromatin edges (precision=0.99)
- Fibroblast → long, slender and has textured chromatin (precision=0.89)
- Lymphocytes → small, highly circular and has dense chromatin (precision=0.98).

E. An overlay of the fitted DTALE tree (light gray) on top of the NuCLS classification 
embeddings. In black, we show paths to the nodes that allow discriminative, 
high-precision, approximation of NuCLS decisions. 

F. Nuclei within the embedding, colored by discriminative DTALE nodes. 

G. Embeddings are colored by the true class. The three super-classes are 
well-separated, but there is considerable noise within less common classes.

DTALE enables fine-grained approximation of deep-learning model decisions. Because 
it relies on regression trees, we can provide six explanations for different lymphocytes 
in our dataset, ranging along a spectrum from ambiguous to highly typical.


